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Abstract

This study is based on the results from a national project initiative on digitalization, supported by methodological evidence from e-learning materials based on teachers’ level of training for vocational education institutes. Looking for the new paths to online learning, we have been formulating the following question for almost a decade: How can we manage the transfer of knowledge and make learning more enjoyable at the same time? Our paper seeks a new method for content development and its application in vocational education and training (VET). This study recommends a kind of open framework. This framework’s innovation, using open source content development as an approach to reforming teacher training for VET, is provided by a technical university with long-standing traditions (URL1). Moreover, the analysis of that innovation is also relevant from an international point of view, as the Hungarian VET system has undergone significant content transformation in the last decade. Our research group has undertaken developing the methodological training terms for complex school subjects and their educational results. By applying a new innovative concept, our objective was to renew vocational teacher training and practical training by creating and applying complex learning content units online.
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Introduction

After the turn of the millennium, the search for new education solutions became the focus of social thinking and innovation. Thus, Colons and Halverson's questions on Rethinking Education in the Age of Technology are particularly timely: "How can we develop games to teach mathematical reasoning? How can we make learning technology available to more people? What tools can support people learning on their own?" (Colons et al., 2009: 9). Sadly, these questions are waiting for answers. Even the Pandemia crisis asked of educators: how can we manage knowledge transfer and make the learning more enjoyable?

Around 2010, the original aim of this research was developing and implementing new methodology for open learning content development, which is able to be used practically, in VET processes, evolving during student/teacher activities. Concerning the complex subject nature, new types of online info-communication technology (ICT) supported learning materials are elaborated and tested. The result is checked, and the research is evaluated in terms of the theoretical subjects of secondary vocational schools. Even using cloud services was
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an essential feature of the research given. Another critical question was how to make learning more exciting and enjoyable within the framework of the VET for weakly motivated learners.

According to the reform of vocational didactics (Nore, 2015), the rapid changes of VET demand answers concerning content and qualification development, and a new pedagogical spectrum in the online learning environment. These challenges have given rise to new issues like transforming rapidly changing vocational training content into effective learning and teaching resources, making learning more fun by increasing student learning activities, working within the relatively limited time frames. Thus, active learners are often involved constructively in the creation of open learning resource structures in both traditional and virtual learning environments.

In Hungary, VET and especially vocational school teachers and instructors traditionally play a complex role in organizing and reconstructing vocational training. As such, they demand continuously updated training content and teaching methods. This vocational training innovation process should be continuously adapted to technical, technological and economic changes. ICT developments and new online solutions have had a great impact on education in recent decades. Changes that initially seemed to be mere technological advancements now touch all educational methods and content as regards its modernization.

This past decade, regarding the theory of learning levels, the connective approach (Siemens, 2005) played an increasingly important role, while also transforming practice. Even though it has not gone undisputed, this theory can be said to have started significant movements towards innovation. “...in the case of educational resources, the roles of institutions and their employees may differ significantly from one institution to another. Mindful of this, a major charity is funding research into how different institutions interpret open educational resources (OERs), specifically in relation to the co-creation of knowledge” (Bell, 2011: 108).

The life of educational and training institutes is being transformed by OERs (open content development) and e-learning applications – and not just at a methodological level; the perspectives and operations of these institutions are also changing, and the quality of teaching in higher education is undergoing a renewal process (Beetham et al., 2019). More and more educational institutes are making higher education more flexible and easy to access by giving thousands students the opportunity to opt for open courses. Centres of learning such as the Open University in Milton Keynes (UK), the FernUniversität in Hagen (Germany), and the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya in Barcelona (Spain) boast many decades of successful track records, still it can be said that they are only now considering online teaching and learning systems.

Thanks to ICT tools, making modern learning methods have become generic, while network communications have typically made up the innovative dimension of learning. The significant initiatives – for example, the D-Transform project (Transforming Universities for the Digital Age) within the framework of the EU Erasmus+ Programme – analyse how activities assuming continuous interaction affect learning and the transfer of knowledge in the digital environment. Following these tendencies, In the last few years, different projects have intensively studied Hungary in respect to open education. It can be assumed that between absolute enthusiasm and absolute rejection, multitudinous institutional strategies are taking shape. Thus, we will be introducing the new e-learning teaching forms using ICT tools online, and open content’s development and application by VET teachers.

From theory to practice

When our methodological proposal was accepted in 2016, we, in line with the unique features of the Hungarian VET system, undertook developing methodological training in complex school subjects. Our objective: to modernize the methodology by applying our new methodological concept. We applied it in vocational teacher training and practical training by creating and using complex units of educational content, becoming somewhat typical in today’s school vocational education (Gessler et al., 2015). Realizing this tendency, we oriented our methodological development program to be task-focused on micro content based learning units in vocational teacher training and further practical education.

One task we successfully completed was to provide methodological support for vocational teacher training in technical and economic fields. The various parts of this completed task were development of training and content used to qualify VET instructors, and the development needful for the practical field training of teachers enrolled. Both result from the joint work of the research and service network of teacher training institutions and the extension of the national network of cooperating VET and higher educational institutions. During the project period, this endeavour of ours was verified by the fundamental transformation of Hungarian VET and a sixty percent reduction in the number of primary vocations (currently, the number being taught in vocational schools
is 174). The new subject modules introduced in vocational teacher training (Theory of Education, System Theory) put the testing into practice. By 2021, a new model was tested in 12 pilot VET schools and integrated into our vocational teacher training program. The main components of the Open Content Development model contained the following main elements seen in Figure 1.

**Figure 1.** The main components of OCD model

Concerning international tendencies, VET recognised that after the economic drop of the latest decade, educational innovation spun up in prosperous economies, namely leaders in technological development (Germany, Japan, South Korea, the UK or the USA). These systems survived the crisis due to an intense and goal-oriented process including the renewal of education and vocational training. Online structures and cooperation were took increasingly decisive roles. Attitudes formed about technical culture, VET systems and their innerworkings, and the applied methods were affected. Therefore, at the outset, we substantiated and debated the basic concept of our research, only later moving to the detailed program on the given topic. This was provided by documented analysis of the professional literature. During this process, it was proved and verified that in content development a fundamental trend was forming, with construction of new teaching resources, and elaboration on and rapid introduction of new-type electronic learning content. Besides vindicating interdisciplinary attitudes, the ICT environment of education is gaining more ground. VET, built on traditional and inflexible subject systems, is now seeking more flexible solutions concerning content and organizational frameworks.

In 2019-2020, all this initiated a complete renewal of content and a reorganization of VET institutions (centres and affiliated schools). This created (both due to and independent from the pandemic) the constraint and possibility of methodological change. The development of VET became a general priority, demand for methodological modernization promising significant innovation by using the project results. Currently, due to the speed of transformation, this process is under administrative control dominated by top-down, centralized development, and content development. Local innovations offer new possibilities since the project results reflect diverse methodological demand.

Over the last decade and throughout the pandemic, it has become a development trend to provide mass access to educational content through the internet, bringing on the need for innovation. Thus, our goal became to involve interested students/teachers in putting together open access learning materials, and it seemed to be quite innovative. Another possibility for innovation appeared in the form of cloud services, ensuring the background storage capacity necessary for the process to succeed.

Though this be the topic: higher education initiations according to more widespread Mass Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and LMS (Learning Management System), the application of educational frameworks in VET is justified by the high number of participants. School processes, content development, learning resource development, practical result implementation, teacher preparation, vocational teacher training, and further training have become factors determining the quality and dynamics of innovation. By using the new methodology, the participating vocational teachers played an influential multiplier role in the highlighted development programs and local innovation implemented at the institutional level. During the project period, domestic regulatory frameworks improved. The result: new conditions (regarding planning of the pedagogical
process; supporting, organizing and directing learning; evaluating educational processes and pupils; and measuring methodological and vocational knowledge) appeared amongst the qualification and output requirements of vocational teacher training programs.

Within the vocational teacher training program, new subject constructions were introduced allowing for collaborative teaching online via the assembly of micro content. In parallel with this, the new complex methodology of the other teacher training program was elaborated, tested, licensed and put into practice. Network as an approach and as a conceptual factor has become the new institutional framework of methodological developments and the organization of work contacts. Its importance in creating the development model of local innovation was of strategic significance. As a result of the organizational transformation, the domestic VET system became better integrated and economically scaled. At the same time, we experienced the fluctuation of vocational teachers and institutional leaders during the project. In several cases this caused personal changes at the practical level. In spite of all this, a more comprehensive application of open learning resource development is likely to become one of the effective models used in projects implemented. This would be accomplished with a relatively low budget and developments being consciously built upon the resources of local innovation.

In the second part of the research period, we published the empirical results showing experiences with the methodological elements, mainly the introduction of learning resource development based on micro content, doing so primarily in foreign language papers.

The construction system of learning units – micro content offers a framework for local methodological development. Our project was built consciously on the worldwide spread of content management in VET systems, which offered a new innovative environment for continuously renewing the teaching and learning content. This innovation is taking open educational content development into a well-known technical university's vocational teacher training program, introducing it as one of the approaches to renewing teacher training. The methodological speciality of the research was model creation based on theoretical analyses, which served as the ground for the implementation of learning resource development tasks with the involvement of engineer and economist teacher students (Benedek et al., 2016). In this process, during the construction of the online teaching resources, they implemented professional tasks that led to creating the the content management model. The survey and interviews made with these students and the management of the micro content developed by the students can be considered a new method. It was essential to involve the students (future vocational teachers) in the open learning resource development process and equip them with methodological knowledge suitable for the permanent development of active learning (with community content development elements). We introduced our model at several significant international conferences. We disseminated it primarily in the volumes issued by the European Research Network in Vocational Education and Training (VETNET) as an international collaborative forum to implement project ideas and results. It was founded in 1996 as one of the research networks of the European Education Association (EERA). After the European Conference on Educational Research (ECER) 2017-2019 conferences, this network discussed the presented open learning resource development process OCD (Open Content Development).

In the spring of 2020, without preliminaries, we quickly applied the open-content development method to support collaborative asynchronous learning directly and with a thematic focus in vocational teacher training and distance education. A more significant set of micro content (47) was developed within the course titled the pedagogical issues of sustainable development, which held special significance in the current situation, offering the opportunity to construct and evaluate cooperatively within the frameworks of student activities. The global pedagogical problem jointly identified with the students, which can be considered a complex learning unit in VET, illustrated the practicability of open content development. We presented the action research results at an international online conference (26th Annual Conference of the International Sustainable Development Research Society, Budapest, 15-17 July 2020), which allowed us to have the research results published relatively quickly (Benedek, 2020a). Afterwards, in autumn of 2020, to do further research on the dynamics of content development, the vocational teacher students were taught the methodological elements of the micro content-based construction process within the confines of similar action research and in terms of another complex topic (digital learning).

Since methodological developments have borne great significance during the latter months, we strived to hold lectures that, in line with the peculiarities of the current situation in VET, introduced the new construction solutions offered by open content development and promoted their spread in practical work. In May 2020, we undertook the presentation of the opening lectures at two major conferences: the Hungarian Conference on
Within the project frames, we consciously strove to provide the infrastructural conditions of online communication and networking via cloud services. As a result, in the second part of the project, several schools were able to connect to the cloud services provided by the MTA, which made operation of the content development databases and platforms demanding significant memory capacities much easier. During the pandemic, bandwidth was a constant issue. Difficulties with content memory capacity and uploading that arose during online teaching and learning were added thorns in the sides of institutions. Therefore, the temporary period’s main objective was to connect our services to cloud technologies and platforms already developed for mobile communication tools. To achieve this, we proposed developing and introducing new cloud service integration solutions and methodological support into institutional practice within the bounds of a new and complex project.

The impacts of the pandemic exigency and our reactions

In 2016, joining the work of the Subject Pedagogy Research Program of the Hungarian Academy of Science allowed our research group to deal with digital education issues to build multidisciplinary approaches and contacts with researchers examining complex problems. The situation had evolved in March 2020, probably valorizing this feature since atypical learning and training, which are more common in VET, faced the challenges and problems the researchers knew at the beginning of the pandemic. The cancellation of the research group’s immediate, upcoming meetings and events caused considerable setbacks. However, the general practice of online communication did not limit the typical activities of the researchers. Nevertheless, the working order of school instruction has changed significantly and, in several cases this past year, has had a significant impact on our activities as well.

However, the inevitable switching over to digital schoolwork proved our point that problems are getting more complicated. Their management cannot be successful utilizing just one discipline. Therefore, we need to apply more complex and open approaches. Building on the available research background, our methodological proposals in educational development were characterized by interdisciplinarity, complexity, systemic approach, and openness in the spirit of which we shared the professional opportunities offered by the resources at our disposal (our web page, papers, online workshop series and new development platforms). In the course of the last year, in the closing phase of the project, the core elements of our activities have been the innovative support of VET and teacher training, and the dissemination of practical methodological results. We met a publishing goal when we put out a study volume in October 2020, which included the results of and references to the research and development along with our methodological proposals (Benedek, 2020b). Extending our series of papers launched last year, in the bulletin of the Open Content Development Research Group of the MTA-BME (URL1), we have published another 4-5 methodological proposals on higher educational teacher training, presenting processes involving the development environment and its application in putting together open content. According to the principle of open access, we designed and finalized the tools, software and online platforms (MIKROPEDIA, Sysbook) and mobile app processes that would make content development in VET available for the wider professional public.

Maximizing the possibilities of online dissemination, we attended the most significant Hungarian Educational Conference for the fourth time, where we organized two independent symposiums. In the autumn of 2020, we introduced the final volume of the project to the broader professional public at an online event extending over the sizes of a workshop conference. In line with our original plans and within the new online frameworks, we connected to the program of the 9th Budapest Visual Learning International Conference organized by our research group, the BME and the Corvinus University with the active participation of the BME Visual Learning Lab that had been forming the conceptual frames of our researches for a decade (Benedek, 2020c). Building on the experiences gained from our previous courses and applying new online collaborative methods (Digital Pedagogy, Educational Theory and System Theory), we integrated the content development of MA teacher training into the BME GTK Moodle framework system that was renewed in 2020-2021. We have made the experiences gained about the application part of the general practice in the methodological modernization of the teacher training. In order to have our methodological development results utilized in practice as widely as possible, we organized our teachers’ further training program (OCD training) authorized by the Educational Authority in new VET centres online and to strengthen their future sustainability and broader use.
Introducing the project results to the teacher training

Vocational teacher training content was modernized by renewing and integrating the output requirements and subject system. The new system into which they were integrated supported electronic learning. Also, new courses (Theory of Education and System Theory) were introduced. These made it possible to learn how to develop content cooperatively online, how to organize micro content related to learning units, and how to use the methods and techniques relevant in this field. These structures were created and introduced into economist and engineer-teacher training, and the project's documentation allows for long-term, sustainable methodological development.

In vocational teacher training, specifically when online during the pandemic, some thematic constructions (sustainability in pedagogy or digitalization in the education) using micro content-based solutions (for example, the Micropedia) that we proposed to apply in a broader range in school practice were introduced. Among the many new digital repositories, this system is a state-of-the-art cloud service based on the principle of open access, a much-supported development system for teacher-educated students and educators in pilot schools. In line with the characteristics of vocational teacher training, since 2018, each of the graduating teachers (127 persons) has learned this technique and can use it in local content innovation.

According to our original goals, in 2017, we elaborated, and the Educational Authority certified the methodological training program that offered the possibility for vocational teachers to acquire the new complex methodology. We introduced the methodological process supporting online collaborative learning and creating the related micro content at each of the schools involved in the pilot network, and we also held the training. Within teachers’ further study, in 2019-2020, the program was applied at several VET centres, and the feedback was positive. However, during the pandemic, the specialist training activity considerably decreased, which was a result of the fact that the concerned vocational teachers were withdrawn from the teacher staff (public employee status), and their participation in future training systems within the VET structure had not yet been fixed. Nevertheless, according to the existing professional references, it will be possible to continue the other training program and continue its development in line with the new system's demands.

In addition to our continuously maintained website, the project results are promoted online by several other platforms supporting the development of micro content-based learning units (SysBook – URL1, Micropedia – URL2, Micropedia – URL3). Furthermore, in the project's final year, the mobile application (McApp) promoting pupils' activity during online collaborative development work has also been made ready. Regarding the dissemination of the results, the fact that our bulletin series’ (Papers of the MTA-BME Open Content Development Research Group – W1) first volumes were published in print, while due to COVID-19 the later ones appeared online, and are also available on our webpage, bears great importance. Finally, according to our original projects plan, in October 2020, the edited volume summarizing the project process and the main results of the first period of the research was presented.

During a later phase, by using the cloud services in a complex way, we strove to make it easier in the future for the archiving system operated by the Micropedia platform to be able to professionally and generally analyse as well as methodologically evaluate micro content created by teachers and students during the development stage. To do so, the use of the electronic badges is necessary, such that are used in micro-crediting processes on an international scale. This would mean considerable motivation for teachers and students joining content development. This also represents one of the essential possibilities to further develop the project.

Conclusions

Our research sought to contribute primarily to the modernization of the unique methodology of domestic VET and the implementation of innovative technics in learning content development by renewing the online collaborative methods apt to be used in teacher training and teaching practice. This objective was achieved in the first part of the project by creating and piloting the theoretical model and its discussion at the international professional fora. In parallel with the theoretical researches, the process connecting the theoretical model was integrated into the general methodology prep course of vocational teachers. The construction of micro content-based learning units became applied amidst online learning challenges, which offered a flexible tool for the highly diverse VET content development that had accelerated exactly during the previous years.

During the project period, the structure and content system of domestic VET considerably changed; these changes formed the frameworks of applying the particular methodology in a complex (and preferable) way; however, the extremely rapid changes, especially the impacts of the pandemic measures during the latest year, strongly limited the mass expansion of the new methodology. Though the applied methods of open content
development can be used in school practice with outstanding success, owing to the dynamic transformation of the educational system directed by halfway measures and the crisis caused by the pandemic, the innovation transfer slowed down at a rate higher than expected. So it requires further endeavours and initiations.

It is undoubted and must be taken as a fact in terms of the next research-development phase that the description and debate of theoretical results of the project and the open content development model at the international expert fora were implemented during the project. We introduced the project results in the three first volumes of the series published by the European educational researchers’ VETNET network. Furthermore, we presented the implemented development and our empirical results at several significant international conferences, lectures, and publications. The publication activities connecting to the measurement and evaluation of the empiric results and applied methods have been launched, several paper drafts and initiations are being prepared. To assure the sustainability of the project results and the work done, it is reasonable that despite the secession of VET from the public education system be carried out. The electronic solutions managing the use of mobile communication tools and cloud services and the evaluation and analysis of the learning resource units created via collaborative processes and transmitted through network structures be applied later in the complex methodological research. These results and further dissemination may act as considerable innovation motivation and support for vocational teacher training, further training, and the broader educational practice.

One of the main tasks of the project's final phase is to broaden the implementation process and put the results into practice. New forms of professional publicity provide a communication framework for this: workshops, innovation programs, training forums, and dialogues with those actively involved in content development, from which new development plans and programs can be developed.
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